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Introduction
Aprima NOW is Aprima’s mobile application, which is available to all Aprima customers. Aprima
NOW works with Android 4.4+ and iOS 8.0+ phones and with ARM64 devices, such as the iPhone
5S+, iPad Air, iPad mini 2+.
This version of Aprima NOW requires Aprima v18.1.

Aprima NOW Data Security
The communication between your server and the Aprima NOW server is encrypted and HIPAA
compliant. The Aprima NOW server has an Authentication Certificate to verify credentials. SSL in
the protocol prevents eavesdropping by any intermediate actors. The application also sends a
tag for disabling local cache of the pages, which prevents the browser from writing the data out
to files on the local disk.

Download Aprima NOW
Aprima NOW is a free download from the Apple App Store or the Android Play Store. Simply
search for Aprima NOW from your device, and then download and install the application.

Features


Favorites list of items defined on your Aprima Desktop






Change favorites from Settings on the phone

Messages


Read a message



Reply to a message



Add notes to a message



Approve an attachment



Approve observation results



Complete a message



Create a new message (phone, task, or patient question message type)

Patient Dashboard with


Demographics, including pharmacy list



Appointments



Problem list



Allergies



Active medications



Recent visit list
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Outstanding orders



Observation results



Vitals (most recent)



Attachments



Patient photo



Patient condition color bar



Call patient by selecting phone number in demographics



Call pharmacy by selecting phone number in demographics



View visit details and visit notes from recent visit list



View attachments from attachment or observation result lists



Charge capture, with diagnoses and procedures



Create new patient records



Schedule of appointments and events on your calendars
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Edit an appointment to change the status or other details



Create a new appointment



Discharged appointments are displayed as greyed out

Prescriptions


Chart new prescription



Chart prescription refill



Respond to refill message



Securely sign electronic prescriptions for controlled substances (EPCS)
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Logging into Aprima NOW
To log into Aprima NOW the first time, you will need
your Aprima customer number and your Aprima login
ID and password.
If you do not know your Aprima customer number, you
can find it in the Aprima Customer Portal or you may
contact Support at Support@Aprima.com or 866-9606890, Option 1.

Apple® Touch ID®
If you have setup Touch ID on your Apple device, then
you may use it to log into Aprima NOW. When you log
in for the first time, or the first time after setting up
Touch ID, then the application will prompt you to set it
for Aprima NOW.
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General Use
Content Areas
Tap an icon in the tab bar at the bottom of the screen
access the content areas of the application. From left
to right, they are:


Favorites



Schedule



Patients



Messages

Favorites
Your Favorites are initially the items on your Aprima
Desktop window. Not all items that may appear on the
Desktop window are available in Aprima NOW. You
may add or remove items from your Favorites in the
Settings. Changing your Favorites does not change
your Aprima Desktop window.
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Tap a tile to display a list of items in that tile. Then tap
the desired item, such as a message or an
appointment, to open it.

Badge Counts
Badge counts appear at the bottom of the screen.


The badge count on the Schedule identifies the
number of appointments on the current calendar
that have not been discharged.



The badge count on Messages identifies the
number of unread messages in the current
message filter.
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Three-State Icon for Expand/Collapse State on Tiles
Tap the icon in the header to set the tiles on various
screens (Favorites and Patient Dashboard) in one of
three states.

All Expanded

All Collapsed

Last State

The Favorites and Patient Dashboard screens remember
the last state (expanded or collapsed) of the tiles you
were in, and they stay in that state when you return to
the screen.
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Using Long Press to Access Popup Menu
Long press an item by touching it and holding it for a
moment. This access a popup menu of available
actions. Long press is available throughout the
application. The actions on the popup menu vary
depending on which item you have pressed.

Using the Ellipses Icon to Access Popup Menu
You can also use the Ellipses icon to access a popup
menu.
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Patient Dashboard Configurations
You can select different dashboard configuration from
the Ellipsis icon in the Patient Dashboard.
Your Patient Dashboard definitions are created in
Aprima. They are listed at the bottom of the menu.
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Patient Condition Indicator
Patient conditions meanings and colors are defined in your Aprima database by your
administrative super user.
When a patient condition has been assigned, patient
condition color appears beneath the patient photo in
the Dashboard, External Patient List, and Patient
screens.

Creating an Item
You can create a new item, such as an appointment,
a patient record, or a message by tapping the Add
icon in the header.
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Selecting from a Pick List
There are many places within Aprima NOW where you
can select an item (such as a message type,
calendar, or provider) from your Aprima database. To
select an item:
1. Tap the Find icon in the data field.
2. Scroll the list of items until the one you want
appears in the selection bar.
3. Tap the Done link to enter the selected item in the
field.

Change Your Settings
1. Tap the gear icon to access the Settings.
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2. Tap the tile for the setting you want to change.

3. Make the desired changes.
4. After making all changes, tap the < icon to close
and save the settings.
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Add Calendars or Message Filters
You can use calendars and message filters defined in
your Aprima database.
Tap the field to select the desired calendar or
message filter.
Tap the Add Calendar or Add Filter button to select
an additional calendar or message filter. You can
select up to five calendars and message filters.
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Add or Change Your Photo
You can add or change the photo associated with
your user record.
Tap the current photo or photo placeholder.
Search for and select a photo from the gallery on the
phone, or use the phone’s camera to take a photo.

Messages
Visual Difference between Read and Unread Messages
Messages that have been read are greyed out in the
message list.
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Selecting Message Filter
If you have multiple message filters set up, then you
can swipe the screen to access your other filters. The
Messages filter indicator toggles between filters.

Using the Forward and Back Buttons to Read Messages
You can easily navigate backwards and forward in
messages without returning to the message list.
To navigate to different messages while staying in detail
view, just tap the forward and back buttons.
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Reply to or Assign a Message
You can reply quickly to the original sender by
tapping the reply icon.
Or, you can select another user to assign the message
to.
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Approving Attachments and Results
Approve Message with Attachments
In the message, scroll down to view the attachment.


Tap the expand icon to make full screen.



Tap the close to go back to the message.



Pinch the image to zoom, if necessary.



Double tap to reset image to original size.



Drag in the left or right gutter to scroll between
images.

To approve the attachment:
1. Tap the Approve All radio button to approve all
the attachments.
2. Tap the Complete button to complete the
message.
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Approve Messages with Structured Results
You can view structured results in the message. To
approve the results:
1. Tap the Approve radio button to approve the
results.
2. Tap the Complete button to complete the
message.
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Appointments and Visits
Appointments, Discharged Appointments, and Events
In the schedule list, discharged appointments are
greyed out. Events are shown with the Event icon and
name.

Selecting a Calendar for the Schedule
If you have multiple calendars set up for the Schedule,
then you can swipe the calendar name to access
another calendar. The Schedule filter indicator toggles
between calendars.
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Viewing Recent Visits
From the Patient Dashboard screen, you can view the
patient’s recent visits.
1. Tap the Recent Visits tile.
2. Tap the visit you want to view.
3. View the visit note.
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Discharge Patient from the External Patient List
You can easily discharge a patient from the External
Patient List.
1. Long-press the patient entry to access the popup
menu.
2. Tap the Discharge Patient option.

Charge Capture
Charge capture generates a corresponding superbill in your Aprima database. The superbill is
created with a status of Preliminary so that your billing staff can complete the superbill.
The procedures and diagnosis codes are those in the charge tickets assigned to your care team
in Aprima. You can also search for procedure and diagnoses codes that are not in your charge
ticket list selection. Just type in the search box to start searching.
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1. You can start a charge capture from many places
by either:


Tapping the Ellipsis icon.



Long pressing a list item

2. Tap the Start Charge Capture option.
3. Tap the +DX button to add one or more diagnoses.

4. Tap the Next button to add one or more
procedures.
5. Tap the Done button to return to the main Charge
Entry window.
6

Tap the Delete ( ) icon to remove a diagnosis or
procedure code.

7. Tap the Date of Service button to change the
date of service, if needed.
8. Select a Service Site.
9. Enter additional information in the Charge Notes
field, if needed.
10. Either:


Tap the Save and Close button to save the
entries, but not submit the charges.



Tap the Submit as Superbill button to save the
entries and submit the charges for superbill
creation.
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Electronic Prescribing
You can chart new prescriptions and prescription refills using Aprima NOW. You can submit
prescriptions electronically if you are enrolled with Surescripts, the electronic pharmacy
clearinghouse. You can send electronically prescriptions for controlled substances if you are
using the optionally purchased EPCS functionality.
Aprima NOW uses the default SIG definitions from your Aprima database. You can also create a
default SIG from a prescription charted in Aprima NOW.
When you chart or refill a prescription, the application performs drug screening using your drug
screening configuration from Aprima.

Chart a Prescription
This is the basic process for charting a new prescription. Details for each step are given below.
1. Patient Dashboard
2. In the Active Medications tile, either


Start a new prescription by selecting the + icon.



Select a prescription to refill.

3. If a new prescription, search for and select the desired medication.
4. The SIG Writer window appears. Use the icon bar at the top of the window to select the
desired function, or simply tap the Next button to go through these functions in this order:
Write the prescription by entering the prescription details.
View the formulary, where you can select an alternative medication if desired.
View the drug screening alerts, and enter an alert override reason, if desired.
Enter additional information, such as diagnosis, unit of measure, and pharmacy.
Finish the prescription.
5. Send the prescription to Surescripts. (Prescriptions cannot be printed from Aprima NOW.)
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Start New Prescription or Refill for a Patient
1. Patient Dashboard
2. In the Active Medications tile, either:


Refill a prescription by tapping a medication in
the patient’s list, or



Create a new prescription by tapping the +
icon.

Search for a Medication
The medication list displays the patient’s active
medications and your frequently used medications.


The Patient ( ) icon identifies medications in the
patient’s active medication list.



The Default SIG ( ) icon identifies medications
with a defined default SIG.

Tap the Search field to search for a medication. When
searching, you can enter part of the name to display
a list of medications.
Search by name and strength by adding a space
between partial name and strength.
Tap the desired medication to select it.
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Chart the Prescription Details
For a new prescription, you must enter the details. The
details may be fully or partially completed if you
selected a default SIG or are refilling a prescription.
1. To complete the prescription details: either.


Tap the Dosing Suggestion ( ) icon beneath
the drug name. Then select an item from the
list of suggestions.



Tap the Dosage field to begin. Select the
desired item. As you make selections, the app
will prompt you through the remaining fields of
the prescription details.

2. If desired, enter additional instructions to the
patient in the __ fields.
3. Tap the Next button to continue so that you can
review the patient’s formulary information.
You may also tap the
icon to review
information about the medication.
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Select a Dosing Suggestion
Tap the Dosing Suggestion ( ) icon to access dosing
suggestions. When available, you may either:


Tap the Recommend tab for the recommended
default order, or



Tap the Diagnosis tab to review dosing suggestions
by diagnosis.

Then tap a dosing suggestion tile to see the dosing
details. To select a dosing suggestion, tap it and then
tap the OK button. This returns to the prescription
details
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Use the Dosing Calculator
1. Tap the
calculator.

button to access the Dosing

2. Review the dosing range information and the
patient’s weight and height.
3. Enter the Dosing Information by MG.
4. Tap the Close button.
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Review Formulary and Select an Alternative
Alternative medications from the patient’s formulary
are displayed.
The formulary information includes patient medication
benefit information.
Icons at the bottom of each medication entry
indicate whether the entry is for a brand-name or a
generic medication, and whether the medication can
or cannot be e-prescribed or is a scheduled drug.
Either


Select an alternative by tapping the drug name in
the entry. This returns you to the prescription
details, so you can adjust them if needed.



Continue with the original medication by tapping
the Next button. This accesses the drug screening
alerts.

If the patient’s formulary does not contain alternatives
or if the patient does not have a formulary, then a ‘no
alternatives’ or ‘no formulary’ message is displayed.
Tap the Next button to continue to the drug screening
alerts.
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Review Drug Screening Alerts
Drug screening alerts are displayed based upon your
Aprima drug screening configuration.
You can access the alerts by tapping the
icon or by
working through each window. The color of the icon
indicates the severity of any drug screening alerts.


Red indicates contraindicated or severe alerts



Yellow indicates moderate alerts



Green indicates no alerts

1. After reviewing the alerts, either:


Cancel this medication, by tapping the Back
button until you return to the prescription details
window. Then tap the < back button to select a
different mediation.



Tap the Next button to continue with the selected
medication. The application will prompt you to
enter an alert override reason.
When entering an override reason, you may select
a stored general note or simply type a reason.

2. On the Drug Screening Override panel, either:


Search for and select a saved general note for
overriding a drug screening alert. Then tap Next.



Type a reason for overriding the alert. Then tap
Next.



Tap Next without entering an override reason.
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Enter Additional Information
Enter the additional information needed for the
prescription.


If the pharmacy is not selected or if you need to
change it, tap the Pharmacy field to display the list
of pharmacies in your Aprima database.



Enter Pharmacy Instructions and/or Internal Notes,
if needed.



Tap the UOM field, then select the unit of measure
for dispensing.



Tap the Diagnosis and Problems field. Then, select
the diagnosis from the patient’s list of active
diagnoses.



If desired, select a Category.



If needed, tap the appropriate radio button to
mark the prescription “Dispense as written” or to
identify a chronic medication.
Note: You cannot include a monograph when
prescribing from Aprima NOW.



Select the Electronic Prior Authorization radio
button to send and ePA request.



Select the Specialty Patient Enrollment to send an
SPE request.



Enter any Internal Notes, if needed.



Tap the Next button to continue so that you can
review the prescription.
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Send the Prescription
Review the prescription. Then, tap the Finish button to
prescribe the drug.
A green confirmation message appears once the
prescription is successfully sent.
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Process Prescription Refill Message
You can process electronic prescription refill messages. The options for processing refill messages
are the same as the options in Aprima. The general process for prescription refill messages is also
the same as in Aprima: review the message, take action on the refill request, and then complete
the message.

Review the Refill Message
1. Messages
2. Tap the desired refill message to open it.

3. Scroll through the message to review the
prescription refill request.
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4. In the Pharmacy Request section, tap the desired
tile to review information for the:

36



Medication prescribed



Medication dispensed



Patient



Prescriber
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Refill the Prescription as Requested
Tap the Accept button to refill the prescription as
requested by the pharmacy.

Deny with New Prescription to Follow
You must deny the refill the request, and chart a new prescription if:


You want to make any changes to the prescription, such as the medication or strength.



The request is for a controlled substance. You must chart new prescriptions for controlled
substances in Aprima.



The application cannot match the refill request to a medication in the patient’s history. This
may be because the NDC number in the refill request is not the same as the NDC number in
the original prescription.
If the prescription cannot be refilled from the message, the Deny with New button will be
selected by default. A message may also be displayed explaining why the prescription cannot
be refilled.
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If you want to make any changes to the prescription:
1. Tap the Deny with New button.
2. Tap the trash icon in the Refill Prescription section.
3. Type a note in the Comments to Pharmacy field
stating a new prescription will be sent.

Deny the Refill Request
1. Tap the Deny button.
2. Select the Reason Denied.
3. Type a note in the Comments to Pharmacy field, if
needed.
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Complete the Refill Message
1. Tap the Complete button to send the message.
2. A green confirmation message appears once the
prescription is successfully sent.

Signing EPCS Prescriptions
When you chart or refill a prescription for a controlled substance, you must electronically sign the
prescription using the EPCS functionally. You must use HID Approve app to authenticate your
identity and sign the prescription. If you are still using one of the older IdenTrust Hybrid Token
security devices, you may use it to generate a one-time-password (OTP) to authenticate your
identity and sign the prescription.
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Sign a New Prescription
If using the HID Approve app:
1. Chart the prescription in the usual manner.
2. Review the prescription, then scroll down to the
Provider Signature for Prescribing Controlled
Substances section.
3. If you are set up with HID, the request will be sent
automatically to your phone. Open the HID
Approve app, enter your password, and swipe to
approve or deny the medication.
If you are not set up with HID, the app will default
to OTP. In the OTP Password field, enter your OTP
password for the security device.
5. Return to Aprima NOW, and tap the Finish button
to submit the prescription.

If using the Hybrid Token security device:
1. Chart the prescription in the usual manner.
2. Review the prescription, then scroll down to the
Provider Signature for Prescribing Controlled
Substances section.
3. In the OTP Password field, enter your OTP password
for the security device.
4. Push the button on your security device to
generate a code. Enter that code in the OTP PIN
Code field.
5. Tap the Finish button to submit the prescription.
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Sign a Prescription Refill
1. Tap the Accept button to refill the prescription as
requested.
2. Complete your EPCS signature with the HID Approve
app or the Hybrid Token security device.
3. Tap the Complete button to submit the prescription
and complete the message.
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